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BARLOW ROBBINS CHARITY GOVERNANCE CODE CHECKLIST FOR LARGER CHARITIES

T he Charity Governance 
Code (“the Code”) has 

been endorsed by the Charity 
Commission and is a tool 
for all charities (there are 
two versions of the Code for 
smaller and larger charities) 
to improve their governance 
against its deliberately 
aspirational standards.

FOR LARGER CHARITIES

BARLOW ROBBINS ASSET & WEALTH PROTECTION

    

of the code either by APPLYing the 
recommended practice or EXPLAINing  
what you have done instead/why 
you haven’t applied it, so that your 
thinking is transparent to anyone 
interested in your decision-making.

So the checklist sets out the Key 
Outcomes and Recommended 
Practice from each of the seven 
principles of good governance and 
gives you space to consider:

 how you are doing; 
 how you might apply the Code in  

 your charity; and
 how you might explain what you  

 are doing instead.

This checklist for larger charities 
(with a typical income of over £1 
million a year and whose accounts 
are externally audited) is designed 
to allow your board and senior staff, 
if any, to consider your charity’s 
performance against 
those standards.

HOW TO USE THE CHECKLIST
As the Code itself says, not all 
recommendations are appropriate to 
every charity. The Code recommends 
that you consider adopting an 
“apply or explain“ approach. What 
it means by this is that your charity 
should strive to meet the principles 
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FOUNDATION: THE TRUSTEE ROLE AND CHARITY CONTEXT
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

All trustees are committed to their 
charity’s cause and have joined its 
board because they want to help 
the charity deliver its purposes most 
effectively for public benefit.

All trustees recognise that meeting 
their charity’s stated public benefit is an 
ongoing requirement.

All trustees understand their roles and 
legal responsibilities, and, in particular, 
have read and understand: 
 the Charity Commission’s guidance

 The Essential Trustee (CC3); and
 their charity’s governing document.

All trustees are committed to good 
governance and want to contribute to 
their charity’s continued improvement.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 1: ORGANISATIONAL PURPOSE
KEY OUTCOME/
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board has a shared 
understanding of and commitment 
to the charity’s purposes and can 
articulate these clearly.
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KEY OUTCOME/
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board can demonstrate that 
the charity is effective in achieving 
its charitable purposes and agreed 
outcomes.

Determining organisational purpose:
 The board periodically reviews the  

 organisation’s charitable purposes,  
 and the external environment in  
 which it works, to make sure that 
 the charity, and its purposes, stay  
 relevant and valid.
 The board leads the development  

 of, and agrees, a strategy that   
 aims to achieve the organisation’s  
 charitable purposes and is clear 
 about the desired outputs, 
 outcomes and impacts.

Achieving the purpose:
 All trustees can explain the   

 charity’s public benefit.
 The board evaluates the charity’s 

 impact by measuring and 
 assessing results, outputs 
 and outcomes.

Analysing the external environment 
and planning for sustainability:
 The board regularly reviews the 

 sustainability of its income sources 
 and business models and their 
 impact on achieving charitable 
 purposes in the short, medium 
 and longer term.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 1: ORGANISATIONAL PURPOSE Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Analysing the external environment 
and planning for sustainability:
 Trustees consider the benefits and  

 risks of partnership working, 
 merger or dissolution if other 
 organisations are fulfilling similar 
 charitable purposes more 
 effectively and/or if the charity’s 
 viability is uncertain.
 The board recognises its broader 

 responsibilities towards 
 communities, stakeholders, wider 
 society and the environment, 
 and acts on them in a manner 
 consistent with the charity’s 
 purposes, values and 
 available resources.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 1: ORGANISATIONAL PURPOSE Cont’d.

KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board, as a whole, and trustees 
individually, accept collective 
responsibility for ensuring that the 
charity has a clear and relevant set of 
aims and an appropriate strategy for 
achieving them.

The board agrees with the charity’s 
vision, values and reputation and 
leads by example, requiring anyone 
representing the charity to reflect its 
values positively.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 2: LEADERSHIP
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KEY OUTCOME 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board makes sure that the 
charity’s values are reflected in all 
of its work, and that the ethos and 
culture of the organisation underpin 
the delivery of all activities.

Leading the charity:
 The board and individual trustees 

 take collective responsibility for 
 its decisions.
 The chair provides leadership to 

 the board with prime responsibility 
 for ensuring it has agreed 
 priorities, appropriate structures, 
 processes and a productive culture 
 and has trustees and senior staff 
 who are able to govern well and 
 add value to the charity. 
 In the case of the most senior 

 member of staff (e.g. CEO) the 
 board makes sure that there 
 are proper arrangements for their 
 appointment, supervision, support, 
 appraisal, remuneration and, if 
 necessary, dismissal. 
 The board’s functions are formally 

 recorded. There are role 
 descriptions defining 
 responsibilities for all trustees 
 that differentiate clearly those of 
 the chair and other officer 
 positions and outline how these 
 roles relate to staff. 

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 2: LEADERSHIP Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Leading the charity cont’d:
 Where the board has agreed 

 to establish a formally constituted 
 subsidiary organisation, it is clear 
 about the rationale, benefits 
 and risks of these arrangements. 
 The formal relationship between  
 the parent charity and each of its  
 subsidiaries is clearly recorded and  
 the parent reviews, at appropriate  
 intervals, whether these  
 arrangements continue to best  
 serve the organisation’s 
 charitable purposes.

Leading by example
 The board agrees the values, 

 consistent with the charity’s 
 purpose, that it wishes to promote  
 and makes sure that these values  
 underpin all its decisions and the 
 charity’s activities (see also 
 Principle 1).
 The board recognises, respects and 

 welcomes diverse, different and, at 
 times, conflicting trustee views.
 The board provides oversight 

 and direction to the charity and 
 support and constructive challenge 
 to the organisation, its staff and, in 
 particular, the most senior member 
 of staff.
 The board, through its relationship 

 with the senior member of staff,  
 creates the conditions in which 
 the charity’s staff are confident and 
 enabled to provide the 
 information, advice and feedback 
 necessary to the board.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 2: LEADERSHIP Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Commitment:
 All trustees give sufficient time 

 to the charity to carry out their 
 responsibilities effectively. This 
 includes preparing for meetings 
 and sitting on board committees 
 and other governance bodies 
 where needed. The expected time 
 commitment is made clear 
 to trustees before nomination 
 or appointment and again 
 on acceptance of nomination 
 or appointment.
 Where individual board members 

 are also involved in operational 
 activities, for example as 
 volunteers, they are clear about 
 the capacity in which they 
 are acting at any given time and 
 understand what they are and are 
 not authorised to do and to whom 
 they report.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 2: LEADERSHIP Cont’d.

KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board acts in the best interests 
of the charity and its beneficiaries. 
The board is not unduly influenced by 
those who may have special interests 
and places the interests of the charity 
before any personal interest. This 
applies whether trustees are elected, 
nominated, or appointed. Collectively, 
the board is independent in its 
decision making.

PRINCIPLE 3: INTEGRITY
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PRINCIPLE 3: INTEGRITY Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board safeguards and promotes 
the charity’s reputation and, 
by extension, promotes public 
confidence in the wider sector.

Members of the board and those 
working in or representing the 
organisation are seen to be acting 
with integrity, and in line with the 
values of the charity.

Maintaining the charity’s reputation:
 Trustees adopt and adhere to a 

 suitable code of conduct that sets 
 out expected standards of probity 
 and behaviour.
 The board considers how the 

 charity is perceived by other 
 people, and organisations involved 
 with the charity and the public. It 
 makes sure that the charity 
 operates responsibly and 
 ethically, in line with its own aims  
 and values.
 The board ensures that the charity 

 follows the law. It also considers 
 adherence to non-binding rules, 
 codes and standards, for example 
 relevant regulatory guidance, the 
 ‘Nolan Principles’ and other 
 initiatives that promote confidence 
 in charities.

Identifying, dealing with and 
recording conflicts of interest/loyalty:
 The board understands how 

 real and perceived conflicts of 
 interests and conflicts of loyalty 
 can affect a charity’s performance  
 and reputation.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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PRINCIPLE 3: INTEGRITY Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Identifying, dealing with and 
recording conflicts of interest/loyalty 
cont’d:
 Trustees disclose any actual   

 or potential conflicts to the board 
 and deal with these in line with the 
 charity’s governing document, 
 and a regularly reviewed conflicts 
 of interest policy.
 Registers of interests, hospitality 

 and gifts are kept and made 
 available to stakeholders in line 
 with the charity’s agreed policy 
 on disclosure.
 Trustees keep their independence 

 and tell the board if they feel 
 influenced by any interest or may 
 be perceived as being influenced 
 or having a conflict.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 4: DECISION MAKING, RISK AND CONTROL
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board is clear that its main focus 
is on strategy, performance and 
assurance, rather than operational 
matters, and reflects this in what 
it delegates.

The board has a sound decision-
making and monitoring framework 
which helps the organisation deliver 
its charitable purposes. It is aware 
of the range of financial and non-
financial risks it needs to monitor 
and manage.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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PRINCIPLE 4: DECISION MAKING, RISK AND CONTROL Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board promotes a culture of 
sound management of resources but 
also understands that being over-
cautious and risk averse can itself be 
a risk and hinder innovation.

Where aspects of the board’s role 
are delegated to committees, staff, 
volunteers or contractors, the board 
keeps responsibility and oversight.

Delegation and control:
 The board regularly reviews which 

 matters are reserved to the 
 board and which can be delegated. 
 It collectively exercises the powers 
 of delegation to senior managers, 
 committees or individual trustees, 
 staff or volunteers.
 The board describes its 

 ‘delegations’ framework in a 
 document which provides 
 sufficient detail and clear 
 boundaries so that the delegations 
 can be clearly understood and 
 carried out. Systems are in place to 
 monitor and oversee how 
 delegations are exercised. 
 The board makes sure that its 

 committees have suitable terms 
 of reference and membership 
 and that:
 □  the terms of reference are   
  reviewed regularly; and
 □  the committee membership is 
  refreshed regularly and does 
  not rely too much on 
  particular people. 

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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PRINCIPLE 4: DECISION MAKING, RISK AND CONTROL Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Delegation and control cont’d:
 Where a charity uses third party 

 suppliers or services – for example 
 for fundraising, data management 
 or other purposes – the board 
 assures itself that this work is 
 carried out in the interests of the 
 charity and in line with its values 
 and the agreement between the 
 charity and supplier. The board 
 makes sure that such agreements 
 are regularly reviewed so that they 
 remain appropriate.
 The board regularly reviews the 

 charity’s key policies and 
 procedures to ensure that 
 they continue to support, and 
 are adequate for, the delivery 
 of the charity’s aims. This includes 
 policies and procedures dealing 
 with board strategies, functions 
 and responsibilities, finances 
 (including reserves), service or 
 quality standards, good 
 employment practices, and 
 encouraging and using volunteers, 
 as well as key areas of activity such 
 as fundraising and data protection.

Managing and monitoring 
organisational performance:
 Working with senior management, 

 the board ensures that operational 
 plans and budgets are in line 
 with the charity’s purposes, 
 agreed strategic aims and 
 available resources. 

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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PRINCIPLE 4: DECISION MAKING, RISK AND CONTROL Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Managing and monitoring 
organisational performance cont’d:
 The board regularly monitors 

 performance using a consistent 
 framework and checks 
 performance against delivery 
 of the charity’s strategic aims, 
 operational plans and budgets. It 
 has structures in place to hold 
 staff to account and support them 
 in meeting these goals.
 The board agrees with senior 

 management what information 
 is needed to assess delivery 
 against agreed plans, outcomes 
 and timescales. Information 
 should be timely, relevant, 
 accurate and provided in an easy 
 to understand format.
 The board regularly considers 

 information from other similar 
 organisations to compare or 
 benchmark the organisation’s 
 performance.

Actively managing risks:
 The board retains overall 

 responsibility for risk management 
 and discusses and decides the 
 level of risk it is prepared to accept 
 for specific and combined risks.
 The board regularly reviews the 

 charity’s specific significant risks 
 and the cumulative effect of these 
 risks. It makes plans to mitigate 
 and manage these risks 
 appropriately.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Actively managing risks cont’d:
 The board puts in place and 

 regularly reviews the charity’s 
 process for identifying, prioritising, 
 escalating and managing risks 
 and, where applicable, the charity’s 
 system of internal controls to 
 manage these risks. The board 
 reviews the effectiveness of the 
 charity’s approach to risk at least 
 every year.
 The board describes the charity’s 

 approach to risk in its annual 
 report and in line with regulatory 
 requirements.

Appointing auditors and audits
 The board agrees and oversees 

 an effective process for appointing 
 and reviewing auditors, taking 
 advice from an audit committee if 
 one exists.
 Where the charity has an audit 

 committee, its chair has recent 
 and relevant financial experience 
 and the committee includes at 
 least two trustees.
 The board, or audit committee, has 

 the opportunity to meet the 
 auditors without paid staff present 
 at least once a year.
 Arrangements are in place 

 for a body, such as the audit 
 committee, to consider concerns 
 raised in confidence about 
 alleged improprieties, misconduct 
 or wrongdoing. This includes 
 concerns raised by ‘whistle 
 blowing’. Arrangements are 
 also in place for appropriate 
 and independent investigation and 
 follow-up action.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 4: DECISION MAKING, RISK AND CONTROL Cont’d.
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PRINCIPLE 5: BOARD EFFECTIVENESS
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board’s culture, behaviours and 
processes help it to be effective; this 
includes accepting and resolving 
challenges or different views.

All trustees have appropriate skills 
and knowledge of the charity and can 
give enough time to be effective in 
their role.

The chair enables the board to work 
as an effective team by developing 
strong working relationships between 
members of the board and creates a 
culture where differences are aired 
and resolved.

The board takes decisions collectively 
and confidently. Once decisions are 
made the board unites behind them 
and accepts them as binding.

Working as an effective team:
 The board meets as often as it 

 needs to be effective.
 The chair, working with board 

 members and staff, plans the 
 board’s programme of work and 
 its meetings, making sure trustees 
 have the necessary information, 
 time and space to explore key 
 issues and reach well-considered 
 decisions, so that board time is 
 well used.
 The board has a vice-chair or 

 similar who provides a sounding 
 board for the chair and serves as 
 an intermediary for the other 
 trustees if needed.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Working as an effective team cont’d:
 The board regularly discusses

 its effectiveness and its ability 
 to work together as a team, 
 including individuals’ motivations 
 and expectations about 
 behaviours. Trustees take time to 
 understand each other’s 
 motivations to build trust within 
 the board and the chair asks 
 for feedback on how to create 
 an environment where trustees 
 can constructively challenge
 each other.
 Where significant differences of 

 opinion arise, trustees take time 
 to consider the range of 
 perspectives and explore 
 alternative outcomes, respecting 
 alternative views and the value of 
 compromise in board discussions.
 The board collectively receives 

 specialist in-house or external 
 governance advice and support. 
 The board can access independent 
 professional advice, such as legal 
 or financial advice, at the charity’s 
 expense if needed for the board to 
 discharge its duties.

Reviewing the board’s composition
 The board has, and regularly 

 considers, the mix of skills, 
 knowledge and experience it 
 needs to govern, lead and deliver 
 the charity’s purposes effectively. 
 It reflects this mix in its trustee 
 appointments, balancing the need 
 for continuity with the need to 
 refresh the board.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 5: BOARD EFFECTIVENESS Cont’d.
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PRINCIPLE 5: BOARD EFFECTIVENESS Cont’d.
KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Reviewing the board’s 
composition cont’d:
 The board is big enough that the 

 charity’s work can be carried 
 out and changes to the board’s 
 composition can be managed 
 without too much disruption. A 
 board of at least five but no more 
 than twelve trustees is typically 
 considered good practice.

Overseeing appointments
 There is a formal, rigorous and 

 transparent procedure to appoint 
 new trustees to the board, which 
 includes advertising 
 vacancies widely.
 The search for new trustees is 

 carried out, and appointments or 
 nominations for election are made, 
 on merit against objective criteria 
 and considering the benefits of 
 diversity on the board. Regular 
 skills audits inform the search 
 process.
 The charity considers using a 

 nominations committee to lead 
 the board-appointment process 
 and to make recommendations to 
 the board.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Overseeing appointments cont’d: 
 Trustees are appointed for an 

 agreed length of time, subject 
 to any applicable constitutional 
 or statutory provisions relating to 
 election and re-election. If a 
 trustee has served for more than 
 nine years, their reappointment is:
 □  subject to a particularly 
  rigorous review and takes 
  into account the need for 
  progressive refreshing of 
  the board; and 
 □  explained in the trustees’ 
  annual report.
 If a charity’s governing document 

 provides for one or more trustees 
 to be nominated and elected by 
 a wider membership, or elected by 
 a wider membership after 
 nomination or recommendation by 
 the board, the charity supports the 
 members to play an informed role 
 in these processes.

Developing the board:
 Trustees receive an appropriately 

 resourced induction when they 
 join the board. This includes 
 meetings with senior management 
 and covers all areas of the 
 charity’s work. Trustees are given 
 the opportunity to have ongoing 
 learning and development.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 5: BOARD EFFECTIVENESS Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Developing the board cont’d:
 The board reviews its own 

 performance and that of individual 
 trustees, including the chair. This 
 happens every year, with an 
 external evaluation every three 
 years. Such evaluation typically 
 considers the board’s balance of 
 skills, experience and knowledge, 
 its diversity in the widest sense, 
 how the board works together 
 and other factors relevant to its 
 effectiveness.
 The board explains how the charity 

 reviews or evaluates the board 
 in the governance statement in the 
 trustees’ annual report.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 5: BOARD EFFECTIVENESS Cont’d.

KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The board is more effective if it 
includes a variety of perspectives, 
experiences and skills.

The board ensures that the charity 
follows principles of equality and 
diversity, going beyond the legal 
minimum where appropriate.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 6: DIVERSITY
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Encouraging inclusive and 
accessible participation cont’d:
 The board periodically takes 

 part in training and/or reflection 
 about diversity and understands its 
 responsibilities in this area.
 The board makes a positive 

 effort to remove, reduce or prevent 
 obstacles to people being trustees, 
 allocating budgets, where 
 necessary, to achieve this within 
 the charity’s available resources. 
 This could include looking at: 
 □  the time, location and frequency 
  of meetings; 
 □  how papers and information 
  are presented to the board, 
  for example using digital 
  technology; 
 □  offering communications in 
  formats such as audio and 
  Braille; 
 □  paying reasonable expenses; and 
 □  where and how trustee   
  vacancies 
  are publicised and the 
  recruitment process.
 The chair regularly asks for 

 feedback on how meetings can be 
 made more accessible and how to 
 create an environment where 
 trustees can constructively 
 challenge each other and all voices 
 are equally heard.

Recruiting diverse trustees:
 The board regularly carries 

 out an audit of skills, experience 
 and diversity of background of 
 its members to find imbalances 
 and gaps and inform trustee 
 recruitment and training.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 6: DIVERSITY Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Recruiting diverse trustees cont’d:
 The board sees diversity, in all 

 its forms, as an integral part of 
 its regular board reviews. The 
 board recognises the value of 
 a diverse board and has suitable 
 diversity objectives.
 When deciding how to recruit 

 trustees, the board thinks about 
 how best to attract a diverse pool 
 of candidates. It tries to achieve 
 diversity in any trustee 
 appointment panels.

Monitoring and reporting on diversity:
 Trustees ensure that there are 

 plans in place to monitor and 
 achieve the board’s diversity 
 objectives.
 The board publishes an annual 

 description of what it has done 
 to address the diversity of the 
 board and the charity’s leadership 
 and its performance against 
 its diversity objectives, with an 
 explanation where they have not 
 been met.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 6: DIVERSITY Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

The organisation’s work and 
impact are appreciated by all its 
stakeholders.

The board ensures that the charity’s 
performance and interaction with 
its stakeholders are guided by the 
values, ethics and culture put in place 
by the board. Trustees make sure 
that the charity collaborates with 
stakeholders to promote 
ethical conduct.

The charity takes seriously its 
responsibility for building public trust 
and confidence in its work.

The charity is seen to have legitimacy 
in representing its beneficiaries and 
stakeholders.

Communicating and consulting 
effectively with stakeholders:
 The board identifies the key

 stakeholders with an interest 
 in the charity’s work. These 
 might include users or 
 beneficiaries, staff, volunteers, 
 members, donors, suppliers, local 
 communities and others.
 The board makes sure that 

 there is a strategy for regular 
 and effective communication 
 with these stakeholders about the
 charity’s purposes, values, 
 work and achievements, including 
 information that enables them 
 to measure the charity’s success in 
 achieving its purposes.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 7: OPENNESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Communicating and consulting 
effectively with stakeholders cont’d:
 As part of this strategy, the

 board thinks about how best to
 communicate how the charity is 
 governed, who the trustees are 
 and the decisions they make.
 The board ensures that 

 stakeholders have an opportunity 
 to hold the board to account
 through agreed processes and 
 routes, for example question and 
 answer sessions.
 The board makes sure there

 is suitable consultation with 
 stakeholders about significant 
 changes to the charity’s services 
 or policies.

Developing a culture of openness 
within the charity:
 The board gets regular reports on 

 the positive and negative feedback 
 and complaints given to the 
 charity. It demonstrates that it 
 learns from mistakes and errors 
 and uses this learning to improve 
 performance and internal 
 decision making.
 The board makes sure that 

 there is a transparent, well 
 publicised, effective and timely 
 process for making and handling  
 a complaint, and that any internal 
 or external complaints are handled 
 constructively, impartially 
 and effectively.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 7: OPENNESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY Cont’d.
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KEY OUTCOME/ 
RECOMMENDED PRACTICE

HOW ARE WE
DOING? (1-5) WHAT WILL WE DO?

Developing a culture of openness 
within the charity cont’d:
 The board keeps a register of 

 interests for trustees and senior 
 staff and agrees an approach for 
 how these are communicated 
 publicly in line with Principle 3.
 Trustees publish the process for 

 setting the remuneration of senior 
 staff, and their remuneration levels, 
 on the charity’s websites and in its 
 annual report.

Member engagement:
 In charities where trustees are 

 appointed by an organisational 
 membership wider than the 
 trustees, the board makes sure 
 that the charity:
 □  has clear policies on who is 
  eligible for membership of the 
  charity;
 □  has clear, accurate and up-to-  
  date membership records;
 □  tells members about the 
  charity’s work;
 □  looks for, values and takes into 
  account members’ views on 
  key issues; and
 □  is clear and open about the 
  ways that members can 
  participate in the charity’s 
  governance, including, where 
  applicable, serving on 
  committees or being elected 
  as trustees.

1 = Strongly Disagree 2 = Disagree 3 = Not Sure/Probably 4 = Agree 5 = Strongly Agree

PRINCIPLE 7: OPENNESS AND ACCOUNTABILITY Cont’d.
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ACCOUNTABILITY 
/ACCOUNTABLE
Accountability is the unavoidable duty to 
explain the ways in which an individual 
or group has carried out, or caused to 
be carried out, the obligations placed 
upon them by law, a governing body 
or constitutional document. While the 
discharge of these activities/obligations 
may be delegated to others, the obliga-
tion to account for (ie remain accountable 
for) the actions cannot be delegated.

ANNUAL ACCOUNTS
A financial report presented by the 
trustees of a charity to its members 
(and where required the Charity Com-
mission) each year. This document 
will follow the SORP for charities.

APPRAISAL
A formal assessment of perfor-
mance over a set time frame.

ASSETS
An item of property owned by an or-
ganisation, regarded as having value and 
available to meet debts, commitments, 
or legacies. Assets include tangible 
(for example, land, property etc) and 
intangible items, such as reputation.

ASSURANCE
A positive declaration 
intended to give confidence.

ASSURE
To state positively and dispel any doubts.

AUDIT
An official inspection of a company or 
organisation’s accounts by an 
independent body.
 
BENEFICIARY
A person who derives advantage 
from the activities of the charity.

BOARD
A group of elected or appointed in-
dividuals who are collectively re-
sponsible for the governance and 
strategic direction of an organisa-
tion, and who have legal liability.

BOARD EVALUATION, 
BOARD REVIEW
The periodic review to assess the per-
formance of the board (and individual 
directors) either by itself (self-assessment) 
or by a third party, and indicate where 
improvements can be made. The chair 
should report to the board on the results 
and the board should then report the re-
sult to the members in the annual report.

BUDGET
A plan, expressed in financial terms, 
proposed by the organisation, senior man-
agement team or board, for the purpose 
of carrying out, for a specific period, any 
or all of the functions of the organisation.

CHAIR
Person presiding over a meeting and 
who ensures procedures are followed, 
sums up arguments, and provides 
leadership to the board/committee.

CHARITY
The Charities Act states that a char-
ity is an institution which is for the 
public benefit and is established 
for charitable purposes only.

CHARITY TRUSTEE
See Trustee

CODE
A set of conventions or principles gov-
erning behaviour in a given sphere.

COMMITTEE
A group of individuals who receive and 
consider reports from a third party and 
present the findings to a superior body. 
All committees should have appropriate 
and up-to-date terms of reference that 
are approved and reviewed by the board.

COMPLIANCE
The act of obeying an order or rule. 
Regulatory compliance describes the 
goal that organisations aspire to achieve 
in their efforts to ensure that they are 
aware of and take steps to comply with 
relevant laws, polices, and regulations

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The basic principle regarding all trus-
tees, is that they should not receive 

any benefits over and above those that 
are available to other beneficiaries and 
should not influence decisions that 
have a direct impact upon them. Trus-
tees should be alert to all the circum-
stances where a conflict could arise.

CONSTITUTION
A charity’s governing document is any 
document which sets out the charity’s 
purposes and, usually, how it is to be 
administered. It may be a trust deed, 
constitution, memorandum and arti-
cles of association, conveyance, will, 
Royal Charter, Scheme of the Com-
mission, or other formal document.

CONSULTATION
The action or process of for-
mally consulting or discussing.

CONTRACTOR
A person or company that undertakes a 
contract to do a job or perform a service.

CULTURE
The ideas, customs, and social 
behaviour of a particular peo-
ple, society, or organisation

DELEGATION
Grant of authority by one party to an-
other for agreed purpose(s). Under the 
legal concept of vicarious liability, the 
delegator remains responsible for the 
delegate’s acts or omissions in carry-
ing out the purpose of the delegation.

DISCLOSURE
The action of making information known 
– generally, in the annual report or on the 
website. Examples include the activities 
and strategy of the charity, board com-
position, financial statements and so on.

DISSOLUTION
The process of formally clos-
ing a charity or organisation.

DIVERSITY
Diversity is about recognising, respect-
ing and valuing people’s differences, and 
enabling them to contribute and real-
ise their full potential within an inclusive 
culture. Among items to be considered in 
this context are gender, ethnicity, social and 
cultural background and characteristics.

GLOSSARY
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ESCALATE
To pass a topic of concern or interest 
upwards in the decision-making chain.

ESSENTIAL TRUSTEE
The Essential Trustee is a key piece of the 
Charity Commission’s guidance for trustees. 
It offers clarity over legal duties, what 
trustees must and should do. It is available 
through the Charity Commissions website.

ETHICS, ETHICAL, ETHOS
Standards of morality and conduct of either 
an individual or organisation. Ethos - the 
characteristic spirit of a culture, era, or 
community (or organisation) as mani-
fested in its attitudes and aspirations.

GOALS
The object of an ambition or ef-
fort; an aim or desired result.

GOVERNANCE
(Corporate) governance is the system by 
which companies are directed and con-
trolled. Governance Statement - A govern-
ance statement is an overview of the pro-
cesses by which an organisation is directed. 
Typically, it is aimed at members and 
stakeholders in the interest of transparency, 
a concept that implies that stakeholders 
should know how the organisation is being 
run. Further, a governance statement is to 
ensure accountability of those in charge.

GOVERNING DOCUMENT
See Constitution

IMPACT
A marked effect or influence.

IMPARTIAL
Treating all topics or people equally.

INDEPENDENT
Free from outside control; not sub-
ject to another’s authority or influ-
ence. See also ‘conflict of interest’.

INDUCTION
Process of initial training for new mem-
bers of staff or the board. The objec-
tive of induction is to inform the new 
member such that he or she can be-
come as effective as possible in their 
new role as soon as possible.

LEGITIMATE
Able to be defended with log-
ic or justification; valid.

LIABILITY
The state of being legally responsible for 
something (see also ‘vicarious liability’).

MEMBER
For a charitable company, a member is es-
sentially a guarantor in a company limited 
by guarantee (CLG). Members of unincor-
porated associations usually become so 
by agreeing to abide by the bye-laws. In 
general, people usually become members 
when their name is entered in the register 
of members which is a formal document 
required of companies and other organisa-
tions. For CLGs, membership is limited to 
the subscribers to the Memorandum and 
to those who are admitted to member-
ship under the rules set out in the Articles. 
Members under the charity definition 
can be the same as that for charitable 
companies, but they may also operate a 
membership or supporters scheme which 
provides certain benefits. Members of a 
charity have the right to vote and to receive 
information on the running of the charity.

MERGER
A combination of two or more things, 
especially organisations, into one.

MITIGATE
Make (something bad) less 
severe, serious, or painful.

MONITORING
Monitoring involves organisations set-
ting up overview and scrutiny committees. 
Their purpose is to hold the executive to 
account and also to support the or-
ganisation in terms of policy develop-
ment and contribute to the organisations’ 
leadership role through scrutiny of the 
organisations’ services and actions.

OFFICER
Person who holds a position of author-
ity, command, or trust. Trustees and the 
chief executive are officers, for example.

ONGOING REQUIREMENT
A requirement that contin-
ues to exist or develop.

OUTCOMES
The way something turns out; a 
consequence. Examples would be 
better health among the target 
group, or preserving a habitat.

OUTPUT
The amount of something produced. 
An example would be the number of 
people using a community service.

OVERSIGHT
The action of overseeing something.

PARENT CHARITY 
A charity that owns another organisa-
tion through governance arrangements.

POLICY
see Conflict of interest

PROBITY
The quality of having strong moral 
principles; honesty and decency.

PROCEDURES
Chronological sequence of actions. Estab-
lished or specified method of dealing with 
or processing a particular issue or process.

PROPORTIONATE
(or proportional) correct or suitable in 
size, amount, or degree when consid-
ered in relation to something else.

PRUDENCE
Care, caution, and good judgment, as 
well as wisdom in looking ahead.

PUBLIC BENEFIT
Benefit to the public, a requirement 
of charitable status. Creating a posi-
tive impact from work and benefiting a 
sufficiently wide group in society. Also 
central to Community Interest Companies 
and various other types of organisation.

PURPOSES
A charity’s ‘purpose’ is what it is set 
up to achieve. A charitable purpose is 
one that falls within one or more of 13 
descriptions of purposes listed in the 
Charities Act and is for the public ben-
efit (the ‘public benefit requirement’).
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RECRUITMENT
Action and process of enlisting people.

REGISTER OF INTERESTS
A register kept of the interests and 
perceived interests of trustees; the 
register records interests which could 
potentially influence official duties.

REGULATOR
The Charity Commission for England and 
Wales is the non-ministerial government 
department that regulates registered 
charities in England and Wales and main-
tains the Central Register of Charities.

REGULATORY 
COMPLIANCE, REQUIREMENT
Regulatory compliance describes the goal 
that organisations endeavour to achieve 
in their efforts to ensure that they are 
aware of and take steps to comply with 
relevant laws, polices, and regulations.

REMUNERATION
Payment for work or services.

REPORTING
Give an account of. For charities, 
this can include the annual report 
and information put on the website 
or communicated in other ways.

REPUTATION
The beliefs or opinions that are generally 
held about someone or something. If a 
charity has a good reputation, it is more 
likely to obtain funding and donations.

RESERVES
Financial resources or commodi-
ties not needed for immediate use 
but available if and when required.

REVIEW
A formal assessment of some-
thing with the intention of insti-
tuting change if necessary.

RISK
A situation where someone or 
something valued is exposed 
to danger, harm, or loss.

RISK MANAGEMENT
The analysis and management of risk. 
Involves the identification and assess-

ment of risk, the decision whether to 
accept, guard against, prevent or insure 
against the occurrence and the pro-
cess of implementing such decisions.

RISK-AVERSE
Disinclined or reluctant to take risks.

ROLE DESCRIPTION
A broad, general, and written statement 
of a specific job. It generally includes 
details of duties, purpose, responsibili-
ties, scope, and working conditions of 
a job along with the job’s title, and the 
name or designation of the person.

SORP
Statement of Recommended Prac-
tice which outlines how charities 
must account for their finances.

SAFEGUARD
Protect from harm or damage 
with appropriate measure(s).

SERVICE USER
Generally ‘service user’ means anyone 
who is a patient or other user of health 
and / or social services, but the concept 
extends to the beneficiaries of charities.

SKILLS AUDIT
A process for measuring and record-
ing the skills of an individual or group. 
The purpose is to identify the skills and 
knowledge that the organisation requires, 
as well as the skills and knowledge 
that the organisation currently has.

STAKEHOLDER
A person with an interest or 
concern in something.

STRATEGY, STRATEGIC
A plan of action designed to achieve 
a long-term or overall aim.

SUBSIDIARY
An organisation or company controlled 
by a holding organisation or company.

SUSTAINABLE
Able to continue over a period of time.

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The scope and limitations of 
an activity or group.

TRUSTEE
Charity trustees has the same meaning 
as in s.177 of the 2011 Act, that is, the 
persons having the general control and 
management of the administration of a 
charity, regardless of what they are called. 
For instance, in the case of an unincor-
porated association, the management 
committee are its charity trustees, and 
in the case of a charitable company it is 
the directors who are the charity trustees. 
Trustees are legally liable for the charity.

VALUES
Principles or standards of behaviour; one’s 
judgement of what is important in life.

VIABILITY
Ability to work successfully.

VICARIOUS LIABILITY
Vicarious liability refers to a situation 
where someone is held responsible 
for the actions or omissions of an-
other person. In a workplace context, 
an employer can be liable for the acts 
or omissions of its employees, provided 
it can be shown that they took place 
in the course of their employment.

VICE CHAIR
An honouree officer position taken 
by a trustee which deputises and as-
sists the chair of the organisation.

VOLUNTARY ORGANISATION
A group of individuals who enter 
into an agreement, usually as volun-
teers, to form a body (or organisa-
tion) to accomplish a purpose.

VOLUNTEER
A person who works for an 
organisation without being paid.

WHISTLE-BLOWING
Action by which a person associated 
with an organisation (usually an 
employee) reports any wrongdo-
ing to an external source.
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TEAM PROFILES: ADVICE ON CHARITY LAW & GOVERNANCE

Gordon leads the Charities team. He works with charities of 
all shapes and sizes, advising on all aspects of charity law and 
practice – initial formation and registration, day-to-day advice 
on constitutional and governance issues, mergers, dealing with 
charity property and dissolution. He regularly runs training 
sessions for trustees, helping them to better understand their 
role and responsibilities. 

Gordon seeks to get to know his clients well, to understand their 
priorities and challenges. He serves as a trustee for a number of 
charities and believes that hands-on experience means he gives 
practical advice to his clients. 

He is on the Charity Commission’s panel of approved Interim 
Managers and a member of the Charity Law Association, where 
he has served on working parties.

GORDON REID 
Partner and Head of Charities 

T:  +44 (0)1483 464224
E:  gordonreid@barlowrobbins.com 

“The ‘first-class’ Gordon Reid‘ provides tailored support 
and sees all angles”. 

Legal 500, 2017

“Gordon Reid is ‘a highly capable lawyer who never 
allows matters to drift’.” 

Legal 500, 2017

 “Gordon Reid heads the practice and is highlighted for 
his ‘quick and clear responses and genial manner’.”

Legal 500, 2019

Kenji is a Senior Associate in the Schools & Charities Team and 
advises on a wide range of charity law-related matters including 
charity formations, registration, governance and constitutional 
issues, restructures, property matters, data protection, FSMA 
regulation and trustees’ duties and responsibilities.

He is a governor of an independent school, trustee of a local 
arts charity, has previously been seconded to WWF-UK and is 
a member of the Charity Law Association, Charities’ Property 
Association and the Lawyers’ Christian Fellowship.

As a member of the Charity Law Association Kenji has sat on 
working parties reviewing changes to:

■ permanent endowment;
■ the Charity Commission Annual Return;
■ the Fundraising Regulator’s Code of Practice; and
■ serious incident reporting to the Charity Commission.

KENJI BATCHELOR 
Senior Associate – Schools & Charities 

T:  +44 (0)1483 464248
E:  kenjibatchelor@barlowrobbins.com

Simon Major, Former General Counsel, WWF-UK

“Having Kenji seconded to WWF was invaluable. Kenji 
was personable and a good communicator… quick to 
understand the needs of the organisation and use his 
legal skills to help further the work of WWF-UK .”
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Helen Harvie has long-standing experience advising on 
governance and structural issues.

Chambers UK, 2017

“a brilliant lawyer, calm, knowledgeable and patient.”

Chambers UK, 2015

Helen is a specialist charity practitioner and advises on  
charity registration, restructuring, governance and 
constitutional issues, trustees duties and responsibilities and 
all aspects of charity law.

Helen acts as both trustee and advisor to a wide range of 
charitable trusts, associations and companies, on a national 
and international basis. She is a member of the Charity Law 
Association and has also advised on major projects for not-
for-profit organisations and social enterprises, including 
Community Interest Companies. She has acted as Interim 
Manager for the Charity Commission.

Helen is co-author of “Tolley’s Guide to the Charities  
Act 2006”.

HELEN HARVIE 
Consultant – Schools & Charities 

T:  +44 (0)1483 464219
E:  helenharvie@barlowrobbins.com 

 Barlow Robbins LLP is ‘competing with 
market-leading London firms, all while 
delivering excellent value.’

Legal 500, 2019
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